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Understanding effects of corruption on law
enforcement and environmental crime
David Aled Williams, Senior Adviser, U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, Chr. Michelsen Institute

Key Takeaways
ࢠࢠ Corruption undermines the ability of law
enforcement and judicial systems to enforce
laws related to environmental protection and
resource use.
ࢠࢠ Environmental crimes are often a low priority
for law enforcement actors facing a range of
pressures and may be seen as victimless crimes.

The challenge
Law enforcement agencies monitor and
enforce laws that protect landscapes,
seascapes, and the species that inhabit
them. Corruption helps violators circumvent
these laws and regulations and makes
law enforcement a much less reliable tool
for limiting and preventing environmental
harms (Transparency International 2018,

ࢠࢠ Due to corruption, law enforcement-based
approaches to conservation and natural
resource management (NRM) can have
unpredictable or unintended consequences
such as biased enforcement of laws, emphasis
on low-level rather than high-level offenses,
and ineffective crime suppression efforts.

Robbins 2000, Kolstad and Søreide 2009,

ࢠࢠ Practitioners should carefully assess the risks
and potential impact of corruption on expected
outcomes.

Such crimes may even be perceived as

ࢠࢠ Many natural resource corruption cases straddle
national borders, so practitioners should be
aware of options based on extra-territorial
legislation.

Williams and Le Billon 2017). Adding to this
challenge is the fact that in many countries
environmental crimes are a low priority for
law enforcement authorities, particularly
when they are under-resourced and face
a range of other threats to the rule of law.
victimless.

Key concept
Corruption: The abuse of entrusted power for
private gain. Offering and receiving bribes,
extortion, doing favors in return for campaign
contributions, nepotism, embezzlement are all
examples of corruption.
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What are the links
between environmental
crime and corruption?
Corrupt actions often overlap with environmental
crimes, and even more often, corruption acts
as a “door-opener” for environmental crime.
Here are some examples of corruption linked to
environmental crime:

ࢠࢠ Bribes or favors to influence how timber
concessions, fisheries quotas, or hunting
licenses are awarded and/or monitored;
ࢠࢠ Bribery to buy environmental impact study
outcomes outcomes; 1
ࢠࢠ Collusion with forest or wildlife rangers in
carrying out environmental crimes;
ࢠࢠ Bribes or favors to facilitate domestic or
international transport of illegal or illegallysourced wildlife, forest or marine products;
ࢠࢠ Bribing for a favorable verdict or other
manipulation of court processes;
ࢠࢠ Using illicit means to launder the proceeds of
environmental crimes and related corruption.
Corruption is also used as a tool to influence broader
natural resource governance policies, for example
allowing serious environmental harms to become
legally sanctioned acts (Kolstad and Søreide 2009,
Williams and Le Billon 2017). Examples include:

ࢠࢠ Elite collusion in the negotiation of bilateral
access agreements for marine fisheries;
ࢠࢠ Officials with conflicts of interest who set forest
wildlife or fisheries sector strategies to benefit
themselves;
ࢠࢠ Political favors and contributions to influence
industrial or infrastructure projects (e.g. roads,
ports) that involve serious environmental
harms.

Key concept
Environmental crime: Acts that inflict serious
harm on the environment and its human and
non-human occupants. They may be strictly
illegal, or in some interpretations, these actions
may constitute crimes even if they are not made
illegal by specific domestic or international laws,
for instance because governments may legislate
themselves the right to inflict serious harm.
Environmental crimes may be committed by
individuals, corporations, or governments (White
2017). Law enforcement approaches to reducing
environmental crime can only address acts that
are strictly illegal.

In some cases, the framework and implementation of
the law itself can be skewed by historic corruption,
such that laws themselves are biased, or perceived
as biased, for example because they penalize
minority groups more severely than majority groups.
In worst-case contexts, corruption in the guise
of patron-client networks is so engrained in the
political control of natural resources that it is the
system itself (Robbins 2000, Williams and Le Billon
2017).

Two ways corruption
undermines effective law
enforcement in natural
resources
The presence and impact of corruption mean that
efforts to reduce environmental crime through law
enforcement can have unpredictable or unexpected
effects. Two common ways that corruption can
undermine law enforcement demonstrate this point.
Selective or biased ground-level enforcement:
Corruption can direct enforcement toward less
powerful actors and lower-level crimes. Lower-level
crimes such as transportation violations or poaching,
apart from being relatively easy to detect, provide

For example, an incorrect record of species in a specific location can allow developers to convert habitat for protected species. (See
Williams and Dupuy 2017)
1
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law enforcement resources on activities that that

How can conservation
and natural resource
management
programming respond?

maximise opportunities to collect bribes. There is

Assess the potential impact of corruption on law

less of an incentive to target illegal activities where

enforcement objectives

the opportunities for payments are fewer. This also

Efforts to strengthen the detection and suppression

means that illegal actors who are able to pay can

of illegal natural resource use through law

bypass apprehension or prosecution. In Cameroon,

enforcement often fail to address the drivers of

for example, the suspension of small-scale logging

illegal activities and the accompanying corruption.

licences was found to have negative impacts on the

The results can be injustice for local communities,

livelihoods of small-scale loggers because the price

biased or selective enforcement, and ultimately

of bribes to law enforcement increased (Cerutti et al

failure to achieve conservation and natural resource

2013).

management goals.

Interfering in the suppression of illegal activities:

Conduct a thorough risk analysis

Prosecutors and judges, as well as law enforcement

To avoid the worst risks, practitioners working in this

officers, can be subject to political interference or

area or considering support to law enforcement as a

can be motivated by corrupt interests. Corruption

way to reduce environmental crimes need to assess

can result in less suppression of illegal activities,

carefully the specific actors, interests, and power

for example, during the preparation of cases.

dynamics involved in environmental crime and

In Honduras, for instance, political interference

related corruption. Such corruption risk assessments,

was blamed for the loss of documents in a case

whether formalized or informal, are an essential tool

implicating a number of the largest timber firms

for practitioners.

opportunities for law enforcement officers to extort
bribes thanks to their superior power position
in that situation. In institutions where bribes are
distributed up the bureaucratic chain, this creates
specific incentives within the bureaucracy to allocate

operating in the country (Goncalves et al 2012).
Although failure to collect and present significant
evidence can be the result of weak capacity or
limited resources, in many cases corruption and
political interference are also present. More directly,
bribe payments to judges have also been known to
impact on charging and levels of punishment.

Consider international resources
Many natural resource corruption cases straddle
national borders and reach into financial institutions
and/or commodity chains in OECD countries. For
some organizations or agencies, international or
inter-agency cooperation based on extra-territorial
legislation such as the US Foreign and Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA), the US Lacey Act, or the UK’s

Corruption, conservation and minorities in Kenya’s
highlands. Research has documented cases of officers
in Kenya’s Forest Service (KFS) allocating forest land
for logging and cultivation in exchange for illegal
payments. Forest communities in Kenya’s highlands
have interpreted attempts to evict them as a form of
rent capture and as part of broader historic strategies
of forced assimilation. Evictions also remove potential
witnesses to illegalities. (Cavanaugh 2017)

Bribery Act may be an effective alternative for
environmental corruption cases.
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Learn More
ࢠࢠ Downs, F. 2013. Rule of law and environmental justice in the forests: The challenges of “strong
law enforcement” in corruption conditions. U4 Issue No. 6. Chr. Michelsen Institute. Bergen.
ࢠࢠ Johnsøn, J. 2015. The basics of corruption risk management: A framework for decision-making
and integration into the project cycles. U4 Issue No. 18. Chr. Michelsen Institute. Bergen.
ࢠࢠ U4 Topic Guide: Basics of corruption and the justice sector. Chr. Michelsen Institute. Bergen.
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About Targeting Natural Resource Corruption
The Targeting Natural Resource Corruption (TNRC) project is working to improve biodiversity outcomes by helping practitioners to
address the threats posed by corruption to wildlife, fisheries and forests. TNRC harnesses existing knowledge, generates new evidence,
and supports innovative policy and practice for more effective anti-corruption programming. Learn more at tnrcproject.org.
Disclaimer
This publication is made possible by the generous support of the American people through the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID). The contents are the responsibility of the Targeting Natural Resource Corruption (TNRC) project and do not
necessarily reflect the views of USAID, the United States Government, or individual TNRC consortium members.
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